Nash's universal existence theorem for his notion of equilibria was essentially an ingenious application of fixed point theorems, the most sophisticated result in his era's topology -in fact, recent algorithmic work has established that Nash equilibria are in fact computationally equivalent to fixed points. Here, we shift focus to universal non-equilibrium solution concepts that arise from an important theorem in the topology of dynamical systems that was unavailable to Nash. This approach takes as input both a game and a learning dynamic, defined over mixed strategies. Nash equilibria are guaranteed to be fixed points of such dynamics; however, the system behavior is captured by a more general object that is known in dynamical systems theory as chain recurrent set. Informally, once we focus on this solution concept, every game behaves like a potential game with the dynamic converging to these states. We characterize this solution for simple benchmark games under replicator dynamics, arguably the best known evolutionary dynamic in game theory. For potential games it coincides with the notion of equilibrium; however, in simple zero sum games, it can cover the whole state space. We discuss numerous novel computational as well as structural, combinatorial questions that chain recurrence raises.
INTRODUCTION
Game theory has enjoyed a close relationship with topology of dynamical systems from its very beginnings. Nash's brilliant proof of the universality of equilibria is based on Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. fixed point theorems, the most sophisticated class of topological theorems of his time. Recent work in algorithmic game theory has coupled these concepts even further arguing that that these ideas are, in fact, in a formal sense computationally equivalent [11] . However, natural dynamics do not always converge to a Nash equilibrium. To which object do they converge?
To answer, one must apply the modern pinnacle of dynamical systems theory, the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems, which was introduced in the seminal work of Conley [8] in 1978. The theorem states that, given an arbitrary initial condition, a dynamical system converges to a set of states with a natural recurrence property, an elegant concept that should appeal to a computer scientist, especially a student of cryptography.
Imagine that Alice is trying to simulate the trajectory of a given system on a powerful computer. Every time she computes a single iteration of the dynamical process, there is a rounding error . Furthermore, imagine that inside the machine there is an infinitely powerful demon, Bob who, before the next computational step is taken, rounds the result in arbitrary fashion of his own choosing (but within distance of the actual outcome). If, no matter how high the accuracy of Alice's computer is, Bob can always fool her into believing that a specific point is periodic, then this point is a chain recurrent point.
Naturally, periodic points are chain recurrent, since Bob does not have to intervene. Therefore, equilibria are also chain recurrent since they are trivially periodic. On the other hand, there exist chain recurrent point that are not periodic. Imagine for example a system that is defined as the product of two points moving at constant angular speed along circles of equal length, but where the ratio of the speed of the two points is an irrational number, e.g., √ 2. This system will, after some time, get arbitrarily close to its initial position and a slight bump of the state by Bob would convince Alice that the initial condition is periodic.
In a sense, chain recurrent points are the natural generalization of periodic points in a world where measurements work like a PTAS/FPTAS algorithm, with arbitrarily high accuracy. The surprising implication of the fundamental theorem of dynamical system is that this generalization is not just necessary when arguing about computational systems but also sufficient. It captures all possible limit points of the system. How does this connect back to game theory? We can apply the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems on the system (G, f ) that emerges by coupling any game G and a learning dynamic f . (For most of this paper, we take f to be the replicator dynamics, that is, the continuous-time version of Multiplicative Weights Update.) This defines a new solution concept, the set of chain recurrent points of the system, which we denote R(G,f).
Naturally, we wish to understand how this concept compares against the standard game theoretic solution of Nash equilibria. Since Nash equilibria are fixed points for any reasonable learning dynamics the set of chain recurrent points will be a superset of the set of Nash. However, can it be a strict superset and by how much? Also, potential games comprise the one class of games where learning dynamics indeed work well and converge to equilibria. Does this new solution concept reflect this?
We exemplify this solution concept in two simple and wellunderstood classes of games, in which it is particularly well behaved, namely 2×2 zero-sum games, and potential games.
In 2 × 2 zero-sum games we show that once a fully mixed Nash equilibrium exists (like in Matching Pennies) then the set of chain recurrent states is the whole state space. This is an extremal example, in the sense that this is a zero-sum game with a unique Nash equilibrium, where the dominant belief is that any natural, self-interested dynamic will "solve" the game. In fact, it is conventional wisdom amongst game theorists that all no-regret dynamics "converge" in a weak sense to Nash equilibria. By that it is meant that the timeaverages of the strategies of both agents will converge to the Nash equilibrium. This is true for the replicator dynamic, which indeed is a continuous time analogue of well known regret minimizing dynamics (i.e. Multiplicative Weights Update Algorithm). Nevertheless, time averages fail to fully capture the actual system behavior.
The phase space is partitioned into cyclic trajectories that are essentially "co-centric" orbits around the maxmin [12] . Rounding errors can cause the system to jump from one trajectory to a nearby one. No matter how small these jumps are allowed to be one can fully migrate from any point of the phase space to another making the system completely unpredictable in the presence of any arbitrary small and any arbitrary infrequent perturbation. Chain recurrent sets capture perfectly this uncertainty by declaring the system may lie anywhere in its state space. This comes to a direct contrast with the common knowledge belief that zero-sum games are easy. Just because a Nash equilibrium is unique and efficiently computable does not mean that it fully captures the behavior of self-interested agents, especially when we target nonlinear properties of such systems, i.e., the variance of the utilities of the agents. Technically, this analysis requires combining insights from the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems, Poincaré-Bendixson theorem, a powerful theorem for planar dynamical systems along with known connections between replicator dynamics and information theory and entropy (e.g., [12, 22] ).
On the contrary, for potential games, it is already well known that replicator (and many other dynamics) converge to equilibria (e.g., [12, 15] ). As the name suggests, these games have a potential function that strictly decreases as long as we are not at equilibrium. One could naturally come to hypothesize that in such systems, which are called gradient-like, the chain recurrent set must be equal to the set of equilibria. However, this is not the case.
Here is a counterexample that is due to Conley [8] . Imagine a continuous dynamical system on the [0, 1] 2 where all points on the boundary of this square are equilibria and all other trajectories flow straight downwards. That is, the limit behavior given any point (x, y) with 0 < x, y < 1 is (x, 0). This is a gradient-like system since the height y is always strictly decreasing unless we are at an equilibrium. Nevertheless, by allowing hops of size , for any > 0, we can return from every point to itself. Starting from any (x, y) we move downwards along the flow, and when we get close enough to the boundary we hop on it on the point (x, 0). Afterwards, we use these hops to traverse the boundary till we reach point (x, 1) then one last last hop to (x, 1 − ) places us on a trajectory that will revisit our starting point. Hence, once again, the whole state space is chain recurrent despite the fact that the system has a potential function. A memorable analogy for these systems is the game of snakes and ladders. The non-equilibrium states corresponds to the snakes where you move downwards alongside it, whereas the equilibrium states given these perturbations work as ladders that you can traverse upwards. Unlike the standard game of snakes and ladders there is no ending state in this game and you can keep going in circles indefinitely.
In the case of potential games we show that such contrived counterexamples cannot arise. The key components to this proof are techniques developed by Hurley [13] , along with a beautiful, simplified and equivalent definition of chain recurrence, connecting chain recurrence of continuous flows and their discrete time maps, as well as tools from analysis (Sard's theorem) to establish that set of all possible potential values amongst all system equilibria is of zero measure. Combining these two, we establish that as we decrease the size of allowable perturbations eventually at the limit these perturbations do not allow for any new recurrent states to emerge and thus the set of equilibria and chain recurrent sets do coincide.
RELATED WORK
Studying dynamics in game theoretic settings is an area of research that is effectively as old as game theory itself. However, dating all the way back to the work of Brown and Robinson [6, 24] on dynamics in zero-sum games, the role of dynamics in game theory played a second fiddle to the main tune of Nash equilibria. The role of dynamics in game theory has predominantly been viewed as a way to provide validation and computational tools for equilibria.
At the same time, over the last fifty years and starting with Shapley [27] there has been an ever increasing trickle of counterexamples to the dominant Nash equilibrium paradigm that has been building up to a steady stream within the algorithmic game theory community ( [10, 14, 16, 22, 18, 19] and references therein). Several analogous results are well known within evolutionary game theory [12, 25] . Such observations do not fit the current theoretical paradigm. The recent intractability results in terms of computing equilibria [11, 7] have provided an alternate, more formal tone to this growing discontent with the Nash solution concept, however, the key part is still missing. We need a general theory that fully encompasses all these special cases.
The definition of chain recurrent sets as well as a reference to the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems have been actually introduced in what is currently the definitive textbook reference of evolutionary game theory [25] , however, the treatment is rather cursory, limited to abridged defini-tions and references to the dynamical systems literature. No intuition is built and no specific examples are discussed.
One recent paper [3] is quite related to the issues examined here. [3] establishes stability properties for chain recurrence sets in general dynamical systems. Applications to game theory are discussed. It is shown that there exist games where chain recurrent sets for learning dynamics can be more inclusive than Nash. However, no explicit characterization for these sets is established and all interior initial conditions actually converge to Nash. Connections between chain recurrence sets in potential games and equilibria are discussed without formal proofs. Our results provide complete characterizations of chain recurrent sets and reflect the realized behavior given generic initial states. We believe that chain recurrent sets is a central object of interest whose properties need to be carefully analyzed and we set up a series of analytical goals along these lines in the future work section.
PRELIMINARIES

Game Theory
We denote an n-agent game as (n, ×iSi, ×ui). Each agent chooses a strategy si from its set of available strategies Si. Given a strategy profile s = (s1, . . . , sn), the payoff to each agent i is defined via its utility function ui : ×iSi → . Every potential game has a potential function Φ : ×iSi → , such that at any strategy profile s and for each agent i possible deviation from strategy si to
. Naturally the definitions of strategy and utility can be extended in the usual multilinear fashion to allow for randomized strategies. In that case, we usually overload notation in the following manner: if xi a mixed strategy for each agent i, then we denote by ui(x) the expected utility of agent i, Es∼x[ui(s)]. We denote by xis i the probability that agent i assigns to strategy si ∈ Si in (mixed) strategy profile x. To simplify notation, sometimes instead of xis i we merely write xs i .
Replicator Dynamics
The replicator equation [28, 26] is described by:
where pi is the proportion of type i in the population, p = (p1, . . . , pm) is the vector of the distribution of types in the population, ui(p) is the fitness of type i, andû(p) is the average population fitness. The state vector p can also be interpreted as a randomized strategy. The replicator dynamic enjoys connections to classic models of ecological growth (e.g., Lotka-Volterra equations [12] ), as well as discrete time dynamics (e.g., Multiplicative Weights algorithm) [15, 2, 17] . Remarks: In the context of game theory pi will replaced with xis i (t), i.e., the probability that agent i plays strategy si ∈ Si at time t. Also, many times we will drop the explicit reference to time and just use xis i , or even just xs i .
Topology of dynamical systems
Our treatment follows that of [30] , the standard text in evolutionary game theory, which itself borrows material from the classic book by Bhatia and Szegö [5] . Our chain recurrent set approach follows from [1]. Definition 1. A flow on a topological space X is a continuous function φ : × X → X such that (i) φ(t, ·) : X → X is a homeomorphism for each t ∈ .
(ii) φ(s+t, x) = φ(s, (φ(t, x))) for all s, t ∈ and all x ∈ X.
The second property is known as the group property of the flows. The topological space X is called the phase (or state) space of the flow. Definition 2. Let X be a set. A map (or discrete dynamical system) is a function f : X → X.
Typically, we write φ t (x) for φ(t, x) and denote a flow φ : × X → X by φ t : X → X, where the group property appears as φ t+s (x) = φ s (φ t (x)) for all x ∈ X and s, t ∈ . Sometimes, depending on context, we use the notation φ t to also signify the map φ(t, ·) for a fixed real number t. The map φ 1 is useful to relate the behavior of a flow to the behavior of a map.
Definition 3. If φ
t is a flow on a topological space X, then the function φ 1 defines the time-one map of φ t .
Since our state space is compact and the replicator vector field is Lipschitz-continuous, we can present the unique solution of our ordinary differential equation by a flow φ :
× X → X, where X denotes the set of all mixed strategy profiles. Fixing starting point x ∈ X defines a function of time which captures the trajectory (orbit, solution path) of the system with the given starting point. This corresponds to the graph of φ(·, x) : → X, i.e., the set {(t, y) : y = φ(t, x) for some t ∈ }.
If the starting point x does not correspond to an equilibrium then we wish to capture the asymptotic behavior of the system (informally the limit of φ(t, x) when t goes to infinity). Typically, however, such functions do not exhibit a unique limit point so instead we study the set of limits of all possible convergent subsequences. Formally, given a dynamical system ( , X, φ) with flow φ : ×X → X and a starting point x ∈ X, we call point y ∈ X an ω-limit point of the orbit through x if there exists a sequence (tn) n∈N ∈ such that limn→∞ tn = ∞, limn→∞ φ(tn, x) = y. Alternatively the ω-limit set can be defined as: ωΦ(x) = ∩t∪ τ ≥t φ(τ, x).
We denote the boundary of a set X as bd(X) and the interior of S as int(X). In the case of replicator dynamics where the state space X corresponds to a product of agent (mixed) strategies we will denote by φi(t, x) the projection of the state on the simplex of mixed strategies of agent i. In our replicator system we embed our state space with the standard topology and the Euclidean distance metric.
Poincaré-Bendixson theorem
The Poincaré-Bendixson theorem is useful in proving the existence of periodic orbits and limit cycles 1 in two dimensional systems. The main idea is to find a trapping region, i.e., a region from which trajectories cannot escape. If a trajectory enters and does not leave such a closed and bounded region of the state space that contains no equilibria then this trajectory must approach a periodic orbit as time goes to infinity. Formally, we have: Theorem 1. [4, 29] Given a differentiable real dynamical system defined on an open subset of the plane, then every non-empty compact ω-limit set of an orbit, which contains only finitely many fixed points, is either a fixed point, a periodic orbit, or a connected set composed of a finite number of fixed points together with homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits connecting these.
Homeomorphisms and Conjugacy of Flows
). If two flows are diffeomorphic then their vector fields are related by the derivative of the conjugacy. That is, we get precisely the same result that we would have obtained if we simply transformed the coordinates in their differential equations [20] .
The fundamental theorem of dynamical systems
The standard formulation of the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems is built on the following set of definitions, based primarily on the work of Conley [8] . {y ∈ X | ∃ an ( , T )-chain from x to y}.
Definition 6. Let φ t be a flow on a metric space (X, d). Two points x, y ∈ X are chain equivalent with respect to φ t and d if y ∈ Ω + (x) and x ∈ Ω + (y).
Definition 7. Let φ t be a flow on a metric space (X, d). A point x ∈ X is chain recurrent with respect to φ t and d if x is chain equivalent to itself. The set of all chain recurrent points of φ t , denoted R(φ), is the chain recurrent set of φ t .
One key definition is the notion of a complete Lyapunov function. The game theoretic analogue of this idea is the notion of a potential function in potential games. In a potential game, as long as we are not at an equilibrium, the potential is strictly decreasing guiding the dynamics towards the standard game theoretic solution concept, i.e., equilibria. The notion of a complete Lyapunov function switches the target solution concept from equilibria to chain recurrent points. More formally: Definition 8. Let φ t be a flow on a metric space X. A complete Lyapunov function for φ t is a continuous function γ : X → such that (i) γ(φ t (x)) is a strictly decreasing function of t for all x ∈ X \ R(φ t ),
(ii) for all x, y ∈ R(φ t ) the points x, y are chain equivalent with respect to φ t if and only if γ(x) = γ(y),
The powerful implication of the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems is that complete Lyapunov functions always exist. In game theoretic terms, every game is a "potential" game, if only we change our solution concept from equilibria to chain recurrent sets. 
Alternative, equivalent formulations of chain equivalence
For the purpose of our investigation, it will be useful to apply the following alternative definitions of chain equivalence, which are due to Hurley [13] . Definition 9. Let (X, d) be a metric space, and let f : X → X. Given > 0 and x, y ∈ X, an -chain from x to y is a finite sequence x = x0, x1, . . . , xn−1, xn = y in X such that d(f (xi), xi+1) < for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. Definition 10. Let X be a metric space, and let f : X → X. Two points x, y ∈ X are called chain equivalent if for every > 0 there exists an -chain from x to y and there exists an -chain from y to x.
Next, we provide three alternative formulations of chain equivalence which are equivalent with our original definition for a flow on a compact metric space as shown in [13] .
Theorem 3. [13] If φ
t is a flow on a compact metric space (X, d) and x, y ∈ X, then the following statements are equivalent.
(i)
The points x and y are chain equivalent with respect to φ t . 
(ii) For every
CHAIN RECURRENT SETS FOR MATCH-ING PENNIES
Zero-sum games are amongst the most well studied class of games within game theory. Equilibria here are classically considered to completely "solve" the setting. This is due to the fact that the equilibrium prediction is essentially unique, Nash computation is tractable, and many natural classes of learning dynamics are known to "converge weakly" to the set of Nash equilibria.
The notion of weak convergence encodes that the time average of the dynamics converge to the equilibrium set. However, this linguistic overloading of the notion of convergence is unnatural and arguably can lead to a misleading sense of certainty about the complexity that learning dynamics may exhibit in this setting. For example, would it be meaningful to state that the moon "converges weakly" to the earth instead of stating that e.g. the moon follows a trajectory that has earth at its center?
The complexity and unpredictability of the actual behavior of dynamics becomes apparent when we characterize the set of chain recurrent points even for the simplest zero-sum games, Matching Pennies. Despite the uniqueness and symmetry of the Nash equilibrium it is shown to not capture fully the actual dynamics. The set of chain recurrent points is the whole strategy space. This means that in the presence of arbitrary small noise the replicator dynamics can become completely unpredictable. Even in an idealized implementation without noise there exist absolutely no initial conditions that converge to a Nash equilibrium. To argue this we will use the following known lemma, whose proof we provide for completeness in the appendix. Lemma 1. [12, 23] Let φ denote the flow of the replicator dynamic when applied to a zero sum game with a fully mixed Nash equilibrium q = (q1, q2) then given any starting point x(0) = (x1(0), x2(0)) then the sum of the KLdivergences between each agent's mixed Nash equilibrium qi and his evolving strategy xi(t) is time invariant. Equivalently, DKL(q1 x1(t)) + DKL(q2 x2(t)) = DKL(q1 x1(0)) + DKL(q2 x2(0)) for all t.
The main theorem of this section is the following: Theorem 4. Let φ denote the flow of the replicator dynamic when applied to Matching Pennies then the set of chain recurrent points is the whole state space. This characterization holds for all 2x2 zero-sum games that have a fully mixed Nash equilibrium.
Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps. In the first step, which follows along the lines of [22] , we establish that every interior point of the state space, i.e., any fully mixed strategy profile, lies on a periodic orbit. The second part of the proof establishes that the geometry of the trajectories implies that for any point in the state space and for any > 0 we can find an -orbit connecting this point to itself. In order to establish periodicity of all orbits starting from a fully mixed initial condition we need to apply the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem. The Poincaré-Bendixson theorem can only be applied for two dimensional systems, whereas our system has four variables (x 1Heads , x 1T ails , x 2Heads , x 2T ails ). Since x 1Heads + x 1T ails = 1 and x 2Heads + x 2T ails = 1 there exists a natural projection to the plane (x 1Heads , x 2Heads ). The two flows are conjugate and periodicity is a topological invariant property [1], so we can identify all periodic points of all four variable system by lifting up all the periodic points of the flow on the (x 1Heads , x 2Heads ) plane.
We know from lemma 2 that in zero-sum games with fully mixed equilibria, and hence in Matching Pennies, the sum of the KL-divergences between the Nash equilibrium strategies and the time evolving strategies of each agent remains constant as we move along the trajectories of the replicator. KL-divergence is a (pseudo)-metric implying the existence of trapping regions in the interior of our state space. Specifically, as long as we start from an interior point other than the unique Nash then the trajectory stays bounded away from the boundary (KL-divergence becomes infinite) and from the unique equilibrium (KL-divergence becomes zero). Naturally, these restrictions also apply to the conjugate flow via the homeomorphic projection. By the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem we have that starting from any point (other than the Nash) the resulting limit set is a periodic orbit. It is straightforward to check that the KL-divergence invariance condition when projected to our subspace translates to an invariance of the quantity x 1Head (1 − x 1Head )x 2Head (1 − x 2Head ). This defines a closed continuous curve on our subspace that is symmetric along the axis x 1Head = 1/2 and x 2Head = 1/2. In each of the four regions defined by x 1Head = 1/2, x 2Head = 1/2 the signs of
are fixed and define a clockwise direction. The periodicity of the interior points now follows from the uniqueness of the solution of the projected replicator flow. The case of non-interior points is simpler. Naturally each of the four "pure" initial conditions (H, H)(H, T )(T, H)(T, T ) are fixed points for the replicator dynamics. Finally, initial conditions where exactly one agent applies a pure strategy lie on an orbit connection two pure states. For example, if the first agent chooses Heads with probability one, then as the second agent moves forward in time he will continuously increase his probability of playing strategy T ails. Thus, all these points lie on an orbit connecting (H, H) to (H, T ). The geometry of these orbits is depicted in Figure 1 .
The fact that all states are chain recurrent follows easily. All interior states are chain recurrent since they are periodic. All pure states are chain recurrent since they are equilibria. Let x be any of the remaining states with exactly one randomizing agent. For any > 0 we can create a ( , 1)-orbit which travels exclusively along the boundary of the state space and as it approaches a fixed point, uses a jump of size at most to hop onto the next best response ray. Thus, x ∈ Ω + (x) and these states are chain recurrent as well.
CHAIN RECURRENT SETS FOR POTEN-TIAL GAMES
For gradient systems, it is understood that under sufficient smoothness conditions the set of chain recurrent points coincides with the set of equilibria. Many learning dynamics define gradient-like behavior in potential games (i.e., the potential function always increases), but without being formally a gradient (moving in the direction of maximum increase). We argue that under replicator dynamics the chain recurrent sets for any potential games coincides with the set of system equilibria. The set of chain recurrent points of gradient-like systems can be rather complicated and Conley [8] constructs a specific example of a gradient-like system with a zero measurable set of equilibria where the set of chain recurrent points is the whole state space. Nevertheless, we establish that such bad examples do not arise in potential games. For the proof of this characterization we will apply the following theorem due to Hurley that we have already discussed in the preliminaries:
The chain recurrent set of a continuous (semi)flow on an arbitrary metric space is the same as the chain recurrent set of its time-one map.
Theorem 6. Let φ denote the flow of the replicator dynamic when applied to a potential game then the set of chain recurrent points coincides with its set of equilibria.
Proof. Replicator dynamics defines a gradient-like system, where the (expected) value of the potential function always increases unless we are at a fixed point. Specifically, it is well known that in any potential game the utility of any agent at a state s, ui(s) can be expressed as a summation of the potential Φ and a dummy term Di(s−i) that depends on the strategies of all agents other than i. Indeed, by the definition of the potential game for any possible deviation of agent i from strategy si to s i : Φ(s i , s−i) − Φ(si, s−i) = ui(s i , s−i) − ui(si, s−i) and hence for each s−i = × j =i sj and any two possible strategies si, s i of agent i we have that ui(s i , s−i) − Φ(s i , s−i) = ui(si, s−i) − Φ(si, s−i). Hence these differences are independent of the choice of strategy of agent i and can be expressed as Di(s−i), a function of the choices of all other agents. We can now express ui(s) = Φ(s) + Di(s−i) and similarly ui(x) = Φ(x) + Di(x−i) for mixed strategy profiles. Furthermore, we have that since Φ(x) = s i ∈S i xs i Φ(si, x−i), we have that for each si ∈ Si ∂Φ(x) ∂xs i = Φ(si, x−i). Therefore, we have that: Figure 2 : Replicator trajectories in a partnership, coordination game. Each point encodes the probability assigned by the agents to their first strategy.
where ξ expresses the replicator vector field. Although the convergence of the replicator dynamics in congestion and hence potential games can be derived by an analogous construction in [15] here we will also use this proof to establish that the set of all potential values attained at equilibrium points, i.e., V = {Φ(x), x is an equilibrium} is of measure zero. We will argue this by showing that it can be expressed as the finite union of zero measure sets. By the above derivation we have that the potential is strictly decreasing unless we are at a system equilibrium. Furthermore, its establishes that in the places where the potential does not increase, i.e., at equilibrium, we have that for all agents i if xs i , x s i > 0, then Φ(si, x−i) − Φ(s i , x−i) = 0. However, this immediately implies that
= 0. Any equilibrium, either corresponds to a pure state, in which cases the union of their potential values is trivially of zero measure or its corresponds to a mixed state where one or more agents is randomizing. In order to account for the possibility of continuums of equilibria, we will use Sard's theorem that implies that the set of critical values (that is, the image of the set of critical points 2 ) of a smooth function from one Euclidean space to another is a null set, i.e., it has Lebesgue measure 0. We define an arbitrary fixed ordering over the strategy set of each agent. Given any mixed system equilibrium x, the expected value of the potential Φ(x) can be written as a multi-variate polynomial over all strategy variables xs i played with strictly positive probability. Since the xs i 's represent probabilities we can replace the lexicographically smaller variable xs i as one minus the summation of all other variables in the support of the current mixed strategy of agent i. Now, however, all partial derivatives of this polynomial at the equilibrium are equal to zero. Hence, each equilibrium can be expressed as a critical point of a smooth function from some space k to and hence its image (i.e. its set of potential values) is a zero measure subset of . It is clear that the set of polynomials needed to capture all equilibria depends only on the choice of strategies for each agent that are played with positive probability and hence although they are exponential many they are finite. Putting everything together the set of all potential values attained at equilibria is of zero measure.
Naturally, however, the complement of equilibrium values, which we denote C, is dense in the set 3 [mins Φ(s), maxs Φ(s)]. Indeed, if C is not dense in [mins Φ(s), maxs Φ(s)] then there exists a point y ∈ [mins Φ(s), maxs Φ(s)] such that y / ∈ C and at the same time y is not an accumulation point of C. This implies that there exists a neighborhood of y that contains no points of C. We reach contradiction since [mins Φ(s), maxs Φ(s)] \ C is of zero measure.
Next, we will apply the fact that the complement of equilibrium values of the potential is dense in the set [mins Φ(s), maxs Φ(s)] to establish that the chain recurrent points of the time one map φ 1 of the flow coincide with the set of equilibria. As we stated above, Hurley [13] has shown that the chain recurrent points of the flow coincide with those of its time one map and hence the theorem follows.
We have that Φ(φ 1 (x)) < Φ(x) for all x, with equality if and only if we are at equilibrium. Suppose that we choose a regular value r of the potential, i.e. a value that does not correspond to a fixed point. Let's consider the sets Kr = Φ −1 ((−∞, r]), and Ur = Φ −1 ((−∞, r)). Note that Kr is closed while Ur is open (in the topology defined by the set of strategy profiles) and contained in Kr. If Φ(p) = r, then Φ(φ 1 (p)) < Φ(p) = r. This means that φ 1 (Kr) ⊂ Ur. However, since φ 1 , the time one map of the flow is a homeomorphism, the fact that Kr is closed yields that φ 1 (Ur) ⊂ φ 1 (Kr) = φ 1 (Kr) ⊂ Ur. Any chain recurrent point whose forward orbits meets Ur is furthermore contained in φ 1 (Ur) [13, 8] . Let q be a nonequilibrium point, then we have that Φ(φ 1 (q)) < Φ(q). How-2 For a differentiable function of several real variables, a critical point is a value in its domain where all partial derivatives are zero. 3 For simplicity we disregard the trivial potential games where the potential is everywhere constant mins Φ(s) = maxs Φ(s). After all in those games are states are equilibria and the theorem is trivially true.
ever, due to the fact that the images of the potential values of non-equilibrium points are dense in (mins Φ(s), maxs Φ(s)) we can choose such a value r such that Φ(φ 1 (q)) < r < Φ(q). Then φ 1 (q) ∈ Ur but q / ∈ Ur and thus q is not a chain recurrent point of φ
1 . As such it cannot be a chain recurrent point for the replicator flow as well. The theorem follows immediately since all equilibria are trivially chain recurrent points.
FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems, and to sketch and motivate its use towards developing a principled, rigorous, and informative discourse on game-theoretic solution concepts. We focused on two simple and evocative examples, namely zerosum games with fully mixed equilibria and potential games. Naturally, there is much that needs to be done, and below we sample a few research goals that are immediate, important, and each open ended in its own way.
• The structure of Chain Recurrent Sets (CRSs).
A game may have many CRSs (for example, the coordination game in Figure 2 has five). It is not hard to see that chain equivalence defines an equivalence relation that partitions the set of CRSs to equivalence classes. These classes are called chain components and can be arranged as vertices of a directed acyclic graph, where directed edges signify possible transitions after an infinitesimal jump; for the coordination game in Figure 2 this DAG has two sinks (the pure Nash equilibria), two sources (the other two pure profiles), and a node of degree 4 (the mixed Nash equilibrium). Identifying this DAG is tantamount to analyzing the game, the generalization of finding its Nash equilibria. Understanding the fundamental structure in games of interest is an important challenge.
• Price of Anarchy through CRSs. We can define a natural distribution over the sink CRSs of a game, namely, assign to each sink CRS the probability that a trajectory started at a (say, uniformly) random point of the state space will end up, perhaps after infinitesimal jumps, at the CRS. This distribution, together with the CRS's expected utility, yield a new and productive definition of the average price of anarchy in a game, as well as a methodology for calculating it, see for example [21] .
• Inside a CRS. Equilibria and limit cycles are the simplest forms of a chain recurrent component, in the sense that no "jumps" are necessary for going from one state in the component to another. In Matching Pennies, in contrast, O( 1 ) many -jumps are needed to reach the Nash equilibrium, starting from a pure strategy profile. What is the possible range of this form of complexity of a CRS?
• Complexity. There are several intriguing complexity questions posed by this concept. What is the complexity of determining, given a game and two strategy profiles, whether they belong to the same component? What is the complexity of finding a point in a sink chain component? What is the speed of convergence to a CRS?
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